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The Acapulco of Africa to Host
2016 Global Peace Confab
By Alusine Fofanah

“And what a place to do research on
a critical comparative study on security, conflict and peace, peace-making,
peace building, and a case study of religious tolerance in Sierra Leone. We
have seen the good, the bad, and the
ugly”.
This was the high point of the speech
delivered by Sierra Leone’s Acting High
Commissioner to the Federal Republic of
Nigeria Retired Major General Alfred
Claude Nelson Williams at the opening
ceremony of the African Peace Research
and Education (AFPREA) conference
held in Abuja, Nigeria, between April
13 and 15. HC Nelson Williams noted
that Sierra Leone fought an 11- year war
which ended officially in January 2002,
and since then the country has held
four presidential and local government
elections.
He reported that the country was enjoying a
GDP growth of 12.5% before the outbreak of the Ebola epidemic in June
2014, and added that a nation that had
recorded one of Africa’s fastest growing
economies was quickly relegated to a
disease prone entity.
He noted that President Dr Ernest Ko-
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roma, in his wisdom and empathy, immediately responded by launching a
Presidential Task Force to nip Ebola in
the bud.
“I am happy to report that Ebola has
been checkmated, contained and eradicated, and schools are now re-opening.
I can categorically state without any
iota of doubt that Sierra Leone is free
from Ebola”, the Acting High Commissioner added emphatically.
HC Nelson noted that he has been reliably informed that Sierra Leone has
been accepted as the host of the 2016
General Conference of the International Peace Research Association (IPRA—
the parent body of AFPREA) but that
at the last IPRA conference in Istanbul
in August 2014 few fears and doubts
were expressed regarding Ebola.
“I want to assure you and allay your
fears that Ebola is under control and a
thing of the past. As a testimony to this
fact, you may wish to know that I was
in Sierra Leone four weeks ago with a
group of investors in fisheries, gold and
diamond, agriculture and petroleum
products “, said HC Nelson Williams.
The Sierra Leone diplomat described

International Peace Research Association

his country as the proverbial land of
milk and honey, and is blessed with human resources, gold, diamonds, rutile,
bauxite, etc. He added: “ Our beaches
are one of the finest and best in the
world with 22 miles stretch along the
peninsula—the ACAPULCO in Africa
with beautiful and cascading landscapes
into majestic and awe inspiring mountains, white sandy beaches and deep
mesmerising ocean blue. What an ideal
place to be and relax after a hard day’s
work.”
He ended by welcoming participants
of the Abuja conference to Freetown
in 2016. “The people are friendly with
warm hospitality. People used to say see
Paris and die but I am inviting you to
see Freetown, Sierra Leone before you
die because of nostalgic feelings and
the knowledge to be gained first hand”,
concluded HC Nelson Williams.
In his opening remarks, UK-based
Sierra Leonean scholar Dr Ibrahim
Seaga Shaw, who is Secretary General
of IPRA and Senior Lecturer in Media
and Politics at Northumbria University in Newcastle Upon Tyne, said that
when he campaigned at the 2012 IPRA
--> (Cont ... on page 2)
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of Africa to Host 2016 Global Peace Confab

Attendees at the opening day of AFPREA Conference

conference in Japan to head this global
association of peace researchers he did
so on the platform of having his home
country Sierra Leone host the conference and that he is delighted that Ebola
will no longer prevent this from happening in 2016.
He thanked HC Nelson for coming to
this conference and providing more assurances about the now Ebola free Sierra
Leone. Dr Shaw noted that this is the

best time to bring such a global conference on peace research to Sierra
Leone since the country was declared
in May 2014 by UN Secretary-General
Banki- Moon to have moved from a
post-conflict to a development stage.
“It is for this reason that the main
theme of the conference is ‘AGENDA
FOR PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT’
and the CALL FOR PAPERS for this
conference will be released in the au-

tumn of this year”, said Dr Shaw.
The IPRA Secretary General added
that there is lot in store in addition to
what HC Nelson Williams described
waiting for participants in the 2016
IPRA conference, pointing to the UN
Special Court and the UN Peace Museum
as some of the places where visits will be
arranged for participants
g

The good, the bad, and lessons from
the Abuja AFPREA conference
By Dr. Ibrahim Seaga Shaw

The AFPREA 2015 conference was held at ECOWAS Parliament Building, Abuja, 13-15 April 2015, with the theme, “The
Quest for Peace and Security in Africa: Socio-Cultural, Economic, Political And Legal Considerations” and was attended
by 81 delegates mostly from Africa and the Africa Diaspora.
There were few positives and many negatives at this conference. For the positives, there were some very good speakers,
including from the African Development Bank, Nigerian
Broadcasting Corporation, IPRA, and very good papers and
healthy discussions. However, the organisation of the conference was poor with sessions planned into the night without
providing dinner, many commission sessions having only one
or two speakers, and above all the conference organisers failed
to provide accommodation and travel grants reimbursements
they promised many participants.
There were also allegations of confrontations between conference
Chair Margaret Humphrey and some conference participants
who were desperate to get their travel grants refunds. Participants who are owed travel grants were told to buy their air
tickets and collect about 80% of the cost as travel grants from
the conference organisers. However, to their greatest shock,
once in Abuja for the conference the organisers said they did
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not have enough money to refund travel grants. At least one participant
who constantly pestered Margaret’s life every where she went was paid
her travel grant refund while others received only about 15% of what is
owed them by the conference organisers.
AFPREA chairman Dr Olufemi Oluniyi acknowledged in his report that
the conference left them with a total debt of $26,370.00 out of which
16,409.00 is owed to participants for travel grants. He lamented that efforts to raise funds to pay off these debts have so far proved fruitless. He
admitted that the AFPREA executive relied too much on the fund raising ability of the conference organising committee chair Margaret Humphrey and said that in the future a fund raising committee should be set
up. He also admitted that AFPREA relied too much on the ‘book keeping habit of Margaret and said that ‘an accounting system should be set
up and all donations paid into that account for ease of accountability.’ The
AFPREA chairman, however, fell short of acknowledging responsibility
and apologising for all the problems that happened at the conference,
including the huge debts owed to participants by way of travel grants
reimbursements. The IPRA SGs asked the IPRA Executive Committee
to investigate the problems of the Abuja conference and a report of this
has since been presented to them... The SGs have promised to look into
the report and take decisions in the interest of IPRA and peace research.
More on this in the next IPRA Newsletter due out in September...
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Nepal Earthquake - a Glimpse
from my Eyes
By Dr Pradeep Dhakal, Co-Secretary-General of APPRA

In April and May, two massive
earthquakes in Nepal killed more
than 10,000 people, injured 23,000
and reduced 350,000 houses to rubble. Continued aftershocks wreaked
further chaos in parts of Nepal devastated by these two biggest earthquakes, and have flattened villages,
destroyed homes, taken lives, left
children orphaned and devastated
the country’s economy.
We do not know when and how
things will recover. The scale of work
that remain to be done is enormous.
The immediate need was to hunt
for survivors, remove dead bodies,
and provide for food and medical
aid. People panicked to enter their
homes so they slept out in the open. There came the need for
tents and tarpaulins and temporary toilets as well as hand sanitizers.
One month down the line, while there still may be villages
where even first aid has not reached yet, the prime need is to
bring back the strength to people’s minds, restart workplaces
and schools and rebuild homes and streets.

Dr Pradeep Dhakal at work on the reconstruction effort

While a lot of help is available to rebuild broken buildings,
We at Chetanalaya, Institute for Humanity, Peace and Spirituality have been working at mending broken hearts and
rebuilding inner strength. We set off by attending to immediate needs of building tents for everyone, and distributing
formula milk and food supplements to infants who faced a
sudden milk shortage. We treated a few hundred adults and
The people of Nepal have always been known for their mental children through Trauma Healing Camps and Clinics and
strength and resilience. Even in the face of the recent disaster, are now organizing Community Healing Camps through
when there has been a loss of lives, property and income, the yoga and meditation.
nation is keeping its fears aside and is determined to bounce
back. We are thankful for all the timely help that arrived from Our long term projects would have self-realization programs
different nations. Now it is up to us to take our people and our for different groups. We are also initiating a mother and ineconomy forward and re-emerge as a country ready to welcome fant wellness project to attend to the needs of expectant and
its guests with open arms.
new mothers and their babies. We are happy to be receiving
encouragement for our initiatives and are hoping to receive
volunteer as well as monetary support.
Despite all the challenges we are facing, we are committed to
serve as co-host of the APPRA Conference 2015 scheduled
to take place in Nepal in October(see call for papers on page 4).
Support and solidarity of the visiting Peace Researchers and
intellectual delegates from all around the world will be the
best boost for Nepal in these testing times
g

Debris of houses collapsed in the earthquake

Homes, schools and office buildings are being rebuilt and everyone will shortly be back to their daily lives.
What still would need close attention is the impact of trauma on the subconscious minds, especially those of children.
Many have encountered the devastation first hand and lost
their homes, families, and even schools. The fear has been
deeply ingrained and might take eternity to subside.
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Dr Pradeep Dhakal conducts a healing clinic at Kathmandu
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Carnegie Council Announces its second
annual Global Ethics Day
We encourage academic institutions
and organizations around the world,
including in our network, to use this
day to hold events, such as lectures,
film screenings, debates, panel discussions, or other educational activities
to explore the quest for a global ethic.
These events will be run by each institution as it sees fit while being part of a
worldwide Global Ethics Day.
Carnegie Council will promote your
activities on its website and share any
resources that are created among its
Global Ethics Network. The inaugural
celebrations included a ‘A Conversation
on Ethics & Peacebuilding: Practitioner Perspectives’ co-sponsored by the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
Center for Global Health Equity, the
Partnership for Sustainability & Peacebuilding (PSP), The Contact Project,
and was moderated by IPRA member
and the contact project’s founder, Jennifer K. Lynne. Last year, over 50 institutions worldwide participated.
Course and lecture ideas can be found
on Carnegie Council’s website. Carnegie
Council’s Ethics on Film series is also

APPRA 2015 Conference in
Kathmandu, Nepal on October
9-11, 2015
Asia-Pacific Peace Research Association (APPRA) with the endorsement by
(IPRA) is holding its next conference in
Kathmandu, Nepal on October 9-11,
2015.
The theme for this conference is ‘Pathways
towards Just Peace: Reinventing security,
justice and democracy in Asia-Pacific’.
The deadline for the submission of abstracts ended on 30 April 2015.
For any details contact: Dr. Pradeep
Dhakal, Co-Secretary General, APPRA
Director, Chetanalaya Institute for Humanity, Peace and Spirituality,
PO Box 11992, Kathmandu, Nepal.
Email: drpradeepdhakal@gmail.com,

a great resource for teaching suggestions connected to popular movies. To
listen to a 10-minute audio with Dr. Rosenthal and Senior Fellow/Senior
Program Director Devin Stewart, discussing the concept of Global Ethics Day.
If you plan to hold a Global Ethics Day event, please let us know so we can
promote it along with other events happening that day. Contact Ibrahim Seaga
Shaw (ibrahim.shaw@northumbriia.ac.uk) to be included in IPRA’s events
and contact Jenna Zhang (jzhang@cceia.org ) at the Carnegie Council to add
your name to the list!
g

CLAIP Conference, October
26-28 2015 Guatemala
Latina America Peace Research Association
(CLAIP) with the en-dorsement by the International Peace Research Association (IPRA)
is delighted to announce their next conference
which will be held in Guatemala City, Guatemala on October 26-28 2015.
Conference theme: “Latin America seeking
the path towards a Sustainable Peace. Tools
and Contributions”.
The deadline for application ended on May
1st 2015.
For any clarification or details contact:
Maria Eugenia Villarreal
Director
ECPAT/Guatemala, 11 Avenida 10-67 zona 2
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Email: vilareal.maria@gmail.com

Tel: 00977-9851010968.
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9th EUPRA Conference, September 2-4 2015 in Tromso, Norway
9th EuPRA Conference on “The Framing
of Europe: Peace Perspec-tives on Europe’s
Future” will be held in at the University of
Trom-sø, the Arctic University of Norway,
between 2-4 September 2015.
For any clarification or details contact:
Vidar Vambheim, Associate Professor
Department of Education and Centre for
Peace Studies,
University of Tromso, Norway
Contact: Tel + 47-776.45.249 (o)/+4745219633 (m)
E-mail: vidar.vambheim@uit.no
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The Charhar- Uijeongbu Public Diplomacy
and Peace Forum held in Korea - By Xi Lia
public diplomacy and peace. Speaking at the Forum Chairman of the Charhar Institute, Dr. Han
Fangming said peace is the ultimate goal of human beings, while public diplomacy is an important way to realize peace in the world.
Ambassador Lyu Fengding, who is also the Vice
President of China Public Diplomacy Association, in his address said peace is the common pursuit of China and Korea and communication is
the common aspiration of people of the two countries.
Addressing the Forum, Secretary General of the
Charhar Institute, Mr. Ke Yinbin said the forum
is of great significance because public diplomacy
aims to build a favorable international image for
a country, but it also has the supranational aim to
safeguard world peace.
Secretary General of the Charhar Institute, Mr. Ke Yinbin

The Charhar- Uijeongbu Public Diplomacy and Peace Forum was held in Uijeongbu City on May 13th-16th, 2015. The Forum was co-organized by the
Charhar Institute and the Korea International Culture Exchange Center. People
from different disciplines including politics, business, cultural, technology and
academia from China and Korea took part in the Forum.
During the Forum, practitioners and advocates of peace had discussions on

Peace practitioners and advocates at Public Diplomacy and Peace Forum

Senior fellow of the Charhar Institute and Professor of Tsinghua University, Mr. Zhao Kejin also
addressed the Forum. “Peace is very important
global goods, public diplomacy itself is the undertaking of peace; it is of the peace, by the peace and
for the peace”.
The Mayor of Uijeongbu City also took part in
the Forum. The Chahar institute is an associate
member of IPRA
g

Attendees of Public Diplomacy and Peace Forum

Editorial committee:

Visit: www.iprapeace.org

•
•
•
•

Dr. Ibrahim Seaga Shaw
Dr. Nesrin Kenar
Prof. John P. Synott
Prof. Lead Zaghlami

Email: secretaries-general@iprapeace.org

Editor:
• Mr. Senthan Selvarajah
Visit: www.iprapeace.org
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IPRA Visits Sierra Leone in Abuja
By Senthan Selvarajah

Group photo taken in Abuja at the end of visit
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An IPRA delegation, including some
members of the organizing committee
of the 26th biennial conference of the
International Peace Research Association (IPRA) scheduled to take place in
Freetown, Sierra Leone in November
2016, met with Sierra Leone’s Acting
High Commissioner to the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, Retired Major
General Alfred Claude Nelson Williams and his staff at his Office on 16
April 2015.

Commission can help mobilise support
for the conference in Nigeria.

The IPRA members who attended
the meeting had come from all over
the world to attend the Africa Peace
Research and Education Association
(AFPREA) conference held in Abuja
from 13-15 April 2015.

Dr Shaw (pictured seated first left), also
a Senior Lecturer at Northumbria university in the UK, said he was satisfied
with the meeting with the President who
promised to give his full support for the
2016 IPRA conference in Freetown.

The meeting focussed on arrangements for the IPRA 2016 Conference
in Sierra Leone, including action plans
to make the conference a great success
and experience, and how the High

Co-Secretary General of IPRA, Dr Nesrin Kenar of Sakarya university(pictured
seated in the middle), who was also in
attendance, expressed appreciation for
the support the IPRA 2016 conference

Speaking at the meeting, IPRA Secretary
General and Chairman of the IPRA 2016
Organising Committee, Dr Ibrahim Seaga
Shaw, thanked the Acting High Commissioner for the invitation and said he
met the President of Sierra Leone, Dr Ernest
Bai Koroma last year whilst he was in
Freetown on his sabbatical leave and
sought his support for the conference.
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is currently receiving from the Sierra
Leone authorities and added that she
is looking
forward to making her
own contribution to the success of the
conference.
The Acting High Commissioner, Nelson
Williams (pictured seated second
left), for his part said he is confident
that the conference will be a great success
and an opportunity to showcase to the
world Sierra Leone’s amazing natural
beauty including beaches, jungles
and biodiversity.
Other members of the IPRA delegation were Dr Atila Fabian, Dr Pradeep
Dhakal, Dr Jacinta Maweu, Senthan
Selvarajah, Di Luo, and Maryann
Nguyo (also in the picture taken
outside the High Commission
compound in Abuja). Sierra Leone
High Commission in Nigeria staff
included Head of Chancery Joe Fayia
Nyuma (pictured seated far right)
g
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A Clean Environment for
Peace and Harmony
By Dr. Ravi Bhatia (Retired Professor, Delhi University)
Convenor, Religion and Peace Commission, IPRA

The concept of peace has several features – religious, economic,
social and political. Peace is not just the absence of conflict or
violence. Peace is a positive aspect that is a reflection of friendship,
amity, religious harmony and wellbeing.

From Theoretical Models
to empirical and practical
approaches
By Dr Laeed Zaghlami (Professor, University of Algiers)

Despite technical and logistical challenges, theoretical approaches are very important to the framework of understanding peace and security matters.

An important aspect of peace is the presence of a clean and healthy
environment. A healthy environment that gives us joy, tranquillity;
that allows religious leaders and ordinary persons to meditate, to be
kind, to seek spiritual union with the Almighty – whatever God one
has faith in.
Such an environment is joyful and beautiful; it signifies wellbeing
of all forms of life -- humans, animals, forests, bird and marine life
-- here birds fly around, plants flower, trees grow, bloom and produce
flowers and fruit; rivers flow and lakes and wells have clean water for
drinking and agriculture. Such an environment gives us solace and
happiness.
The forests are full of life – animals, birds, plants, fish and other creatures
that make us feel joyful and tranquil. Forests provide fruit, fresh
air, firewood and medicinal plants and of course wood for building
homes. In addition, forests have been helping the tribal communities
in many parts of the world to survive and even flourish for centuries.
When we seek peace in our environment, what do we mean? Here
peace implies wellbeing, harmony and being one with nature. If the
environment is clean – if the birds sing and rivers flow and butterflies
hop around we feel peaceful and happy.
A clean forest with healthy trees that bloom and give us fruit and timber
are signs of this healthy environment. Trees also give us oxygen that
cleans the air. They have symbolized life, shelter and rest for man.
According to the Indian religious and philosophical texts Vedas, the
tree kalpvriksha has wonderful properties. A person sitting beneath
this tree in a contemplative stance gains knowledge and spiritual
strength. For Buddha, it conferred enlightenment.
Romila Thapar, the internationally acclaimed historian has highlighted
the significance of forests and trees from the earliest times in the
Indus Valley civilization, the Hindu, Jain and Buddhist texts. She talks
of the veneration of trees and their worship by Buddhists and Jains.
Unfortunately the environment has become degraded and polluted
with harmful consequences for mankind and biodiversity. Degradation of the environment is due to several factors including the present means of economic development that leads to over exploitation
of resources. The air, soil, rivers have become polluted resulting in
climate change and extinction of several species of flora and fauna.
What can be done to sustain the environment? The answer is complex.
But we need to remember the Gandhian approach of simple living,
limiting one’s wants
and avoiding excessive exploitation of
the earth’s resources
that are essential for
a healthy environment and peace
and justice for the
present and future
generations
g
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In this context, AFPREA Abuja 2015 conference was an excellent opportunity to understand the theoretical perspectives
of researchers from various parts of the world in researching
both intra and inter-state conflicts in the African sub-continent.
The conference enabled the reciprocation of experiences
with other experts in the field and to promote peace studies,
ideals and goals in the continent.
The active participation of the representative of African
Union Commissioner for peace and security shows the
importance of promoting peace research and education, and
strengthening the peace movements to resolve the conflicts
in African countries in a win-win manner. However,
unfortunately in many instances, conflict resolution
approaches tend to lack considerations on how practical and
empirical aspects can be used to complement peace processes.
At this point, I suggest introducing an agenda item in our
forthcoming IPRA conference for exploring contemporary
practical examples of peace building and peace learning. To
give an example, presently, Algeria is actively engaged in
mediating Northern Mali peace process. The second round
of a UN-sponsored Libyan dialogue had also taken place in
the Algerian capital of Algiers recently in a bid to settle the
crisis. It is also worth mentioning the Algiers Agreement
signed between the governments of Eritrea and Ethiopia in
December 2000, in Algiers, to end the War.
Therefore, practical approaches grounded in conceptual conflict resolution models are very much important in dealing with
peace and security issues, and we, as scholars, experts, members
of civil society community and media practitioners, should
promote and strengthen such approaches through research
and education, by creating an opportunity for diplomats and
politicians to share their knowledge and experience.
On this premise, conceptualising a collective and holistic
model based on practical experience to explain and address
the peace and security issues, is what’s needed at this time g
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IPRA Members’ Publications
Youth Literature for Peace Education
Candice C. Carter, Linda Pickett
ISBN: 9781137362261
Publisher: Palgrave Macmillan

Social Education for Peace
CandiceC. Carter, Linda Pickett
ISBN 9781137542731
Publisher: Palgrave Pivot

Carter and Pickett explore how educators and families can teach peace
education through youth literature and
literacy develop-ment. Showing how
to assess, choose, and make use of literature that can be used to teach both
literacy and peace education, they walk
through individual methods: recognizing and teaching different portrayals of conflict in youth literature, analyzing characterization, and examining the role of
illustrations. Educators who want to incorporate peace education within a broader, literacy-focused curricu-lum, and peace
educators looking for age-appropriate mate-rials and methodologies will find Youth Literature for Peace Education a rich and
interdisciplinary resource.

Time For Peace: The Essentia Role
of Time in Conflict and Peace Processes
Author: Luc Reychler
Release Date: 1/06/2015
Pages: 320
ISBN: 978 0 7022 5337 9

Time is a precious gift. It is irreversible
and un-renewable. We waste an incredible amount of time, especially the time
of others and of nature.
The latter are essential to prevent violence and build sustainable
security and wellbeing for all. Therefore, we need to examine
and change our temperament. This book could change your life.
Luc Reychler . Time for Peace, 2015, University of Queensland Press,
Australia.

Carter illuminates and validates the vital role of visioning in social education.
Visioning enhances powerful social studies by orienting students towards a future
without harm in response to conflict.
While including enduring concepts and
modern theories, she demonstrates how
humanity's global quest for peace
continues in the pursuit of positive visions. The book features
peace in social education with instructional recommendations,
planning resources and descriptions of trans-disciplinary learning. It elaborates mindful citizenship across social, environmental,
ethical, geographic, economic and political realms. The standards
it includes support so-cial and emotional literacy as well as conflict management by all school members.

Climate Change, Security Risks,
and Conflict Reduction in Africa:

(A Case Study of Farmer-Herder Conflicts over
Natural Resources in Côte d'Ivoire, ... )

Charlène Cabot
Publisher:  Springer; 2016 edition
ISBN-13: 978-3642292361
with PREFACE by Ibrahim Seaga Shaw
(IPRA Sec.Gen)
The environmental impacts of climate
change represent challenges to the societies and are anticipated to contribute to
the destabilization of their human security, endangering ways of
life of human-beings and inducing conflicts. Vulnerable societies are likely to see a surge in conflicts and violence happens.
However social, economic and political circumstances mediating environmental changes are fundamental and determine
whether the societal challenge will be a conflictive one. In Western Africa, major environmental changes are expected and the
region hosts especially vulnerable population groups (i.e. herders
and farmers).

List of other Books Published by Springer in 2015
•Vol. 11: Sara Hellmüller, Martina Santschi (Eds.): Is Local Beautiful? Peace building between International Interventions and Locally
Led Initiatives – Springer Briefs in Environment, Security, Development and Peace, vol. 10 – Peace and Security Studies Subseries No. 1.
(Heidelberg – Dordrecht – London – New York: Springer-Verlag, 2014)
•Vol. 26: Betty A. Reardon; Dale Snauwaert (Eds.): Betty A. Reardon: A Pioneer in Education for Peace and Human Rights (Cham
– Heidelberg – New York – Dordrecht – London: Springer-Verlag, 2015).
•Vol. 27: Betty A. Reardon; Dale Snauwaert: Key Texts in Gender and Peace (Cham – Heidelberg – New York – Dordrecht – London:
Springer, 2015).
•Vol. 30: Morton Deutsch and Peter T. Coleman: Morton Deutsch: A Pioneer in Developing Peace Psychology (Cham – Heidelberg
–New York – Dordrecht – London: Springer, 2015).
•Vol. 31: Morton Deutsch and Peter T. Coleman: Morton Deutsch: Major Texts on Peace Psychology (Cham – Heidelberg –New
York – Dordrecht – London: Springer, 2015).
•Vol. 34: Harvey Starr (Ed.): Bruce M. Russett: Pioneer in the Scientific and Normative Study of War, Peace, and Policy – Presented
by Harvey Starr (Cham – Heidelberg – New York – Dordrecht – London: Springer, 2015).
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IPRA Executive Committee 2014-2016
Dr Ibrahim Seaga Shaw - Co-secretary General     -  (UK/Sierra Leone )
Dr Nesrin Kenar- Co-secretary General
      -  Turkey
Prof. Luc Reychler—Member
      -  Belgium
Prof. Ursula  Oswald Spring – Member
      -  Mexico
Prof. Matt Mogweku—Member
      -   USA/Nigeria
Kelli Te Maiharoa –Member
      -   New Zealand
Dr Patrick Hiller– Member
      -   USA

IPRA representatives to the UN (2014-2016)
Dr. Emily Welty,
Matthew Bolton ,
Dr  Matt Meyer .

Dr. Kurt Schock ,
Fran Petersen,

Please contact us if you require further information relating to this newsletter.
Your comments and feedback are also greatly appreciated.
Secretaries General – IPRA:  Email - secretary-general@iprapeace.org
Dr. Ibrahim Seaga Shaw,
Northumbria University, UK

Dr. Nesrin Kenar
Sakarya University,  Turkey

IPRA GOVERNING COUNCIL    2014-2016
Dr Ibrahim Seaga Shaw - IPRA co-Secretary General  - UK/Sierra Leone
Dr Nesrin Kenar - IPRA co-Secretary General   - Turkey
AFRICA
MALE
FEMALE

Prof. Matt Mogekwu--USA
Dr Olufemi  Oluniyi-- Nigeria
Dr Jacinta Mwende  Maweu--Kenya
Bernedette Muthien-- South Africa

ASIA-PACIFIC
MALE
Prof.Tetsu Sadotomo --Japan
FEMALE Dr  Manish Sharma -India
Kelli Te Maiharoa--New Zealand
EUROPE
MALE
FEMALE

Prof. Luc Reychler-- Belgium
Dr Hendrik Bullens--Netherlands
Dr Riikka Kuusisto--Finland
Stephanie  Thiel--Germany

LATIN AMERICA
MALE
Hernan Dario Vazquez Reyna--Peru
Andres Macias Tolosa--Colombia
FEMALE Prof. Ursula  Oswald Spring-- Mexico
Prof. Alvany Maria dos Santos Santiago/Brazil
NORTH AMERICA
MALE
Dr Patrick Hiller--USA
Dr Matt Meyer--USA
FEMALE Dr Carolyn Stephenson-- USA
Dr Ellen Vaillancourt--Canada
RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
MALE
Prof. Attila Fabian-- Hungary
FEMALE Dr Olga Vorkunova--Russia

Ex-officio members
-  EuPRA : Dr Itır Toksöz itirtoksoz@gmail.com
- ASIA-PASIFIC:  Janjira Sombatpoonsiri  jsombutpoonsiri@gmail.com
-  LATIN AMERICA : Diana de la Rua  diana_delarua@yahoo.com.ar
- IPRAF :  Dr Lynda Johnston,  ljohnst9@kennesaw.edu   
-  Newsletter editor—Senthan Selvarajah—UK/Sri Lanka
-  Newsletter editorial board member:  Prof.John Synott  --Australia
-  Newsletter editorial board member: Dr Zhaglami  Laeed –Algeria
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